
Virtual Reality in Education
How to become a superhero and change the world: the VHIL folks study how virtual reality can enhance learning and change attitudes.

Teaching What You Don't Know

Wieman: Active Learning Measurably Better
Carl Wieman’s done the research and he knows it works. Here are four takeaways on active learning from a recent interview.

Postdoc Positions
CTL is looking for two Postdoctoral Associates, one in Academic Support, one in Learning Sciences & Technology.

PostDoc Call for Applications

CTL TA Training Grant
Rolling: get funding for a project like those in this week’s story on What’s Working in TA Training.

artsCatalyst
Rolling: get funding to integrate
You're often asked to teach a course outside your specialty. Here's how one Stanford program leveraged Therese Huston's book to equip its teaching fellows.

What's Working in TA Training
A course on digital tools for Classics, an online handbook, a support system: innovative ways departments support and mentor their grad student TAs.

Service-Learning Course Development
Rolling: get funding to combine service learning with academic study.